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dLive V1.60 

New Features 

Multi-Surface  

 

Multi-surface allows the simultaneous connection of up to 4 dLive surfaces to a single DM 

MixRack or 2 dLive Surfaces to a single CDM MixRack. 

 

 

 

 

Multi-Surface is perfect for FOH/MON applications (up to 64 channels each), multi-room install 

environments or any application when it is desirable to have more than one engineer working 

on the mix simultaneously. It can also be configured to offer parallel surface setups which 

allows engineers to have multiple surfaces controlling the same mix at different locations (i.e. 

Main-Stage and B-Stage MON) 

 

Gain Tracking – Enable Gain Tracking on an input channel any changes to the 

preamp gain are automatically compensated by the digital trim, ensuring there are 

no unexpected changes in volume on either system.  

Gain Tracking is accessible in the Socket Preamp settings.  

 

 

Roles – Up to 4 surface roles can be saved within a show 

(i.e. FOH, MON, REC, etc.) with each role having access 

to a user defined range of scenes and a dedicated role 

filter which ensures there are no conflicts between 

Surfaces when recalling Scenes  

 

Access the roles settings via  

Surface / Control / Surface Prefs 

 

 

Surface Only Show Recall – When loading a show file it is now possible to recall only the 

Surface show data without changing any MixRack settings. This allows an engineer to recall 

settings on a Surface without affecting the other Surface, disrupting current settings, or 

interrupting the audio.  

Enable Surface Only Show Recall via 

Utility / Memory / Show Manager / Setup / Show Recall Options  
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DEEP Auto Mic Mixer (AMM) 

AMM provides automatic level control of up to 64 microphones for spoken word applications 

such as conferences, panel shows, discussion forums and government / council meetings.  

 

 

As well as reducing the risk of feedback, legibility is enhanced by minimising phase 

interference between channels, a common problem in multi-microphone spoken word 

applications.  

 

Up to 4 zones can be enabled allowing automatic control of multiple rooms simultaneously 

from one interface.  

 

Two modes of operation, NOM & D-Classic, are included:  

 

 D-Classic utilises dynamic gain sharing and is quick and easy to set-up.  

 

 NOM (Number of Open Microphones) builds on the logic based automatic mixing 

algorithm of our iDR install range offering additional parameters and maximum 

flexibility to the operator.  
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AMM zones and individual channels can be turned on and off via 

softkey, GPIO and IP6/8 controllers. In addition, the AMM meters 

can be added to the south bar via the use of a dedicated widget 

ensuring the engineer is always in control.  

 

AMM is part of our DEEP processing system and as such does 

not add any latency or delay to the signal path. You can find the 

new AMM processor under MixRack / Audio / AMM  

 

 

DEEP Compressor: “Mighty”  

 

Inspired by a classic transistor array VCA dynamics processor, 

Mighty is an explosive compressor with a lightning fast attack.  

 

Particularly effective on kick and snare, Mighty also excels on kit, 

bass, guitars and anything else that needs to cut through a busy 

mix.  

 

Needless to say, Mighty shines on parallel compression duties 

where it can be used aggressively in the parallel path and then 

blended in with the dry signal to add punch whilst maintaining 

dynamics. A choice of peak or average mode offers 2 distinct voices.  

 

Looking for “subtle”? Look elsewhere! 

 

DEEP Preamp: “Tube Stage”  

 

Derived from our Dual-Stage Valve DEEP preamp emulation, the new Tube 

Stage model delivers the same authentic valve tones that we all know and 

love but with a simplified interface that enables the operator to dial in 

classic valve warmth in an instant.  

 

Select your valve topology from the 6 presets provided and then dial in the 

warmth with the Fine Adj. control – it doesn’t get any easier than that.  

 

 

Support for new hardware  

 

 

Firmware 1.60 adds support for our new 

range of install hardware:  

 

 DM0  

 DX Hub  

 DX Link  

 GPIO  

 IP1  

 

Additionally, “cascade mode” is enabled on the DX168 expander in 1.60 allowing 2 units to be 

daisy-chained. See the DX168 User Guide for more information.  

 

dLive Director over WAN / Internet  

 

Director can now connect to dLive hardware over the internet, or a WAN, for remote programming 

and control purposes. 


